CONNECTED WORKPLACE
Your workplace, available anywhere in a secure way

WHAT
ConXioN’s Connected Workplace introduces Azure Virtual
Desktop en Windows 365 into your organization and offers
you a more efficient, productive and secure approach to
desktop (and app) virtualization. The Connected Workplace
allows you to move your desktops and/or apps on premise to
the safety of the cloud, in a unique Microsoft Cloud
environment.

Multiple users can use the same virtualized Windows 10 or Windows 11 environment, without compromising on
user experience or functionalities.

Key Points

Automatically patched and
secured, with possibility to activate
MFA for layered security
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WHY
Users can work from a platform and device of their choice (smartphone, tablet, desktop, laptop
running on Windows, Mac, iOs, Android or any other device with an HTML5 web client) in a
Windows 10 or Windows 11 environment. This means that every user can enjoy Office 365 apps
as they would on a locally hosted desktop. The seamless integration also means that users benefit
from the full Microsoft Teams experience for audio or video calling, OneDrive, and many more.
The Microsoft Azure cloud enables greater scalability, as customizations to your infrastructure can
be made easily. Additionally, multiple users may be able to work in the same Windows 10 or
Windows 11 environment at the same time. This means that you no longer pay too much: you only
pay for what you use and can get rid of unused desktops.
One of the greatest assets of Windows Virtual Desktop is its security. Windows Virtual Desktop
allows you to benefit from secure sign-on, with the option to activate Multi-Factor Authentication.
On top of this, all individual and company data are securely stored in the cloud and no longer on
personal devices. This means that your data will not be compromised in case of theft or damage.
Furthermore, the role-based access protects data.

3 benefits

Confidential information or files do
not get stored on individual devices

Save costs and time: no need to
upgrade or replace hardware and
fewer on-premise investments

Optimized for Windows 10 or
Windows 11 and Microsoft 365
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HOW
It is important to address the transition to Windows Virtual Desktop step
by step. Of course, this is a process tailored to you as a customer, and in
addition to the pure implementation of the Azure Virtual Desktop of
Windows 365 with Office 365, we also look at security, collaboration ...
depending on what other goals you want to achieve. We also think about
migration of any older applications to the cloud and any new third-party
possibilities.

Deliverables

Detailed roadmap

Analysis of the situation

Azure Virtual Desktop or Windows
365 tailored to your organization
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for more information.

